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Summary: This presentation will describe the instrumentation to collect Laminography data on the 

Australian Synchrotron Imaging and Medical Beamline, and the software used for reconstruction. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
For parallel beam x-ray computed tomography (CT) such as performed on the Australian Synchrotron at the 
IMBL, a cylinder is the ideal sample geometry. This shape minimises the changes in x-ray attenuation as the 
sample is rotated during projection image collection, and makes best use of the detector field of view. 
Producing a cylindrical sample is not always possible or desirable. Non-ideal sample geometries with high 
aspect ratios such as plates or disks, are difficult to image with standard CT protocols. However 3D images 
of plate-like samples can be generated using a slightly different technique. In Computed Laminography (CL) 
the sample rotation axis is deliberately tilted with respect to the plane of the beam. In this case x-ray paths 
through the sample are never parallel with the plate surface during the rotation. The collection protocol is 
otherwise similar to CT: a number of projection images are collected over a 360 degree rotation of the object, 
then subject to a reconstruction process. 
Computed Laminography is currently being trialed for deployment on IMBL Here we show a summary of 
the current instrumentation and software, with some preliminary results. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

 

In our standard parallel beam CT the sample rotation axis is set parallel to the columns in the detector image. Each 

projection image can be thought of as equivalent to a plane inverse image in Fourier space set at that projection 

angle to the horizontal axes (orthogonal to the rotation).  If the average transparency of the object at all angles is 

approximately the same. Fourier space can be filled evenly with image information after a rotation of 180 degrees 

so a good reconstruction can be made. However, if the sample transparency is significantly different at certain 

projection angles such as the case for planar type objects, the poor signal in some parts of Fourier space lead to 

gross artefacts in the reconstruction. 

By tilting the rotation axis in the direction of the x-ray beam. The transparency of a planar object at each angle is 

made more even, but now Fourier space is now filled by canted planes. After image collection over a 360 degrees 

rotation these leave two cones of missing information [1]. Missing data is especially acute further away from the 

pivot point. Despite this problem useful reconstructions can be made for regions close to the pivot. 

To implement CL on IMBL an x-ray transparent tilt stage has been designed and built. A fixed 28 degree angled 

wedge can be inserted underneath the rotation stage on our standard CT stack. An acrylic plinth is then mounted 

on the rotation stage. Alternatively the same acrylic plinth can be mounted on a rotation stage held by the Large 

Animal Positioning Systems (LAPS) robot stage in our 3B enclosure. The robot ‘hand’ is used to set the 

laminography angle. 

Two reconstruction codes are being trialed. The first is a commercial package: Octopus from Inside Matters, now 

part of XRE [2]. This is a comprehensive suite of pre-processing and reconstruction routines, including 

laminography back projection. The other code is the UFO Project code being developed at the KIT [3]. UFO is a 

multi-threaded, GPU-enabled and distributed data processing framework. It describes a workflow as a graph of 

processing nodes one of which can be a laminography back-projector.



3. RESULTS 

 

So far we have used test objects to verify that the collection protocol work with the reconstruction codes. These 

results will be presented and improvements discussed. 
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Figure 1: The IMBL positioning robot (LAPS) with the lamiography plinth attached. 


